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A rendering of COSI’s new
planetarium entrance

COSI reopens its
planetarium after 10 years.
BY EMILY THOMPSON

This month, visitors at the Center of Science
and Industry will get to experience the onsite
planetarium for the first time in a decade.
While the 60-foot dome will remain, COSI
is renovating the entrance area, which will
feature space photography, to the 200-seat
planetarium and installing a digital projector
system in preparation of the Nov. 22 opening.
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Each year, the Columbus Museum
of Art asks the community to create
an exhibition. Inspired by “The
LEGO Movie,” the theme for this
year’s LEGO Design Challenge
is “Imagine a new Columbus.”
Using LEGOs, participants in four
categories—children, teens, adults
and groups and families—built a
structure or mode of transportation
they think Columbus needs. Sixteen
40

Before it closed in 2004 in the midst of financial pains, the planetarium featured a star-ball
system, a projector that emulated the night sky.
The new system will use two 4K projectors to
overlay and blend images. “I grew up going
to the original COSI and seeing planetarium
shows,” says Ty Owen, manager of theater programs, of the original COSI location at 280 E.
Broad St. “Typically when people think of planetariums, they think of a star-ball system. With
this new system being all digital, we can really
call up any image we want that’s anywhere in
the galaxy, or any video or audio inputs.”
That means COSI can use the space for
educational programming ranging from

winners’ creations will be on display
this month in the third annual Think
Outside the Brick exhibition, Nov. 21
to Jan. 25.
“It’s about making creativity
accessible,” says museum spokeswoman Nancy Colvin. “Maybe we
don’t all look at a painting and want
to become painters, but this is one
of the ways visitors can engage in
the creative process.” For Kathy
Gonzalez, whose family participated
in the challenge this year and last, it’s
about the time they spend working
together. “We sort of have to learn to
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pictures and videos of the human body or
the ocean to a digital rollercoaster or live
music set to visual effects. “There’s Google
Earth and satellite images we didn’t have
last time [the planetarium] was open,” says
Kate Storm, COSI’s director of theaters. But
the star of the show, of course, will be the
stars. “Before every show, we’ll open with
the astronomy content,” Owens says of
an astronomy show that will change with
the seasons. “We want to give you a sense
of what you would see if you look up into
the night sky. But you’ve never really seen
stars in the way we’re going to show them
to you.”

communicate and work as a team,”
Gonzalez says. “Everybody has to do
even things they don’t want to do,
like finding a million two-piece gray
pieces. But it’s fun because we do it
together. And sometimes [the kids
are] let up past their bedtime because
we’re on a roll.” A fan favorite from
the first year of the exhibition, the
Central Ohio LEGO Train Club’s
Columbus skyline piece, will also
be on display, and visitors can make
their own creations with LEGOs at
the museum. columbusmuseum.org
—Emily Thompson
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